
The Dyckman Farmhouse Museum in Manhattan&#8217;s Inwood neighborhood, built in the 1780s in the Dutch Colonial style, is the oldest remaining farmhouse in New York City. It was also the home of the Dyckman
family, who enslaved six people.  No Records (2020), a work by multimedia artist Reggie Black presented in collaboration with the museum, acknowledges the landmark&#8217;s history of slavery by projecting the words
Slaves Lived Here on the building&#8217;s faÃ§ade. The message, alternating between English and Spanish to reach Inwood&#8217;s predominantly Latino residents, was first projected on Monday night and will be
seen again tonight from dusk until 9pm.â€œThe history of slavery is deep in New York City, not just in the South as sometimes perceived, Black said in a statement about the project. Everyday we walk past buildings and
streets named after slave owners. For us, Black people, to tell our own stories is a powerful confrontation of that history. Letâ€™s put that on display, too.â€•The projection alternated between the text in English and
Spanish, Esclavos vivieron aquÃ. (photo by and courtesy of Savannah Falzarano)As part of its DyckmanDISCOVERED initiativeâ€‹, made possible by a grant from the New York Community Trust, the museum hired a
part-time assistant to research the lives of enslaved people who worked on the Dyckman Farm and other farms nearby. No Records is one of several works and programs presented as part of the project. On view inside
the museum is the exhibition Unspoken Voices: Honoring the Legacy of Black America, featuring works by artists Gwendolyn Black, Sheila Prevost, and Rachel Sydlowski that draw from the museum&#8217;s
architecture, history, and biographical data uncovered in the recent research.DyckmanDISCOVERED and Black&#8217;s projection represent a reckoning for the Dyckman Farmhouse Museum and for New York at large,
dispelling pervasive myths of the city as somehow excluded from the legacy of slavery in America. On its website, the organization notes that the enslaved population in New York grew faster than the white population
between 1700 and 1750; by the middle of the century, New Netherland &#8212; encompassing parts of the East Coast &#8212; was the largest colony of enslaved people in the North. â€œAt the Dyckman Farmhouse
Museum, weâ€™re both looking to the past to uncover ignored histories, and looking to the present to share this information with New Yorkers and underscore its significance,â€• said Meredith Horsford, Executive
Director of the Dyckman Farmhouse Museum Alliance. â€œWe have an obligation to shed light on the experiences of underserved and underrepresented marginalized communities.No Records will be visible from the
street at the intersection of West 204th Street and Broadway today, and Wednesday, November 9, from dusk through 9pm.  On December 15, artists Karol Radziszewski and Carlos Motta will come together for Searching
for Missing Narratives, a free online panel in which they will discuss how their respective and extensive archival-based practices focus on queering and decolonizing histories to challenge dominant Western normative
discourses through artistic strategies and institutional critique. They will be joined by Laura Raicovich, who provides a unique perspective as a curator, writer, and Interim Director of the Leslie-Lohman Museum of Art. The
panel will respond to current events in Poland and the US, and more broadly, it will reflect on how the past can be used for shaping a better future as well as how to think about history whilst actively re-writing it.Karol
Radziszewski (Residency Unlimited Alum 2011) works with film, photography, painting, installations, and creates interdisciplinary projects. His archive-based methodology crosses multiple cultural, historical, religious,
social, and gender references. In 2015, he founded the Queer Archives Institute, a non-profit artist-run organization dedicated to research, collection, digitalization, presentation, exhibition, analysis, and artistic
interpretation of queer archives, with a special focus on Central and Eastern Europe. His forthcoming book, Power of Secrets, is centered around his last show of the same title at Ujazdowski Castle.Carlos Motta&#8217;s
multidisciplinary art practice&nbsp;documents the social conditions and political struggles of sexual, gender, and ethnic minority communities in order to challenge dominant and normative discourses through visibility and
self-representation. As a historian of untold narratives and an archivist of repressed histories, he is committed to in-depth research on the struggles of post-colonial subjects and societies. His work manifests in a variety of
mediums including video, installation, sculpture, drawing, web-based projects, performance, and symposia. Laura Raicovich is a curator, writer, and art worker currently serving as Interim Director of the Leslie-Lohman
Museum of Art. Her book Culture Strike: Art and Museums in an Age of Protest will be published by Verso in June 2021. She is the recipient of both the Rockefeller Foundation Bellagio Fellowship and the inaugural Emily
H. Tremaine Journalism Fellowship for Curators at Hyperallergic, and is the former President and Executive Director of the Queens Museum.Register to attend Searching for Missing Narratives: Karol Radziszewski,
Carlos Motta, and Laura Raicovich in Conversation on December 15, 2020, from 6â€“7:30pm (EST).Searching for Missing Narratives is a result of a long-term partnership and collaboration with Nathalie AnglÃ¨s,
Executive Director at Residency Unlimited (RU). The program is initiated and funded by theÂ Polish Cultural Institute New York and co-organized by RU. We are grateful to the Leslie-Lohman Museum of Art for promoting
this conversation. Call-out culture was alive and well in the Victorian Era: the first-ever commercial Christmas greeting card, which sold at Christie&#8217;s Valuable Books and Manuscripts sale in London today for
Â£13,750 (~$18,370), was viewed as scandalous by British teetotalers for ostensibly promoting underage drinking.One of 21 surviving copies of 1,000 printed, the rare lithographed card was designed by painter and
illustrator John Calcott Horsley in 1843 at the request of Sir Henry Cole, a British civil servant who founded the Victoria &amp; Albert Museum in London.&nbsp;The hand-colored central panel depicts a family toasting to
the card&#8217;s recipient, flanked by images representing charitable acts. Every person at the table is holding a glass of wine, including a young child on the right, who appears to be taking a generous sip
enthusiastically aided by their complicit family member. (The three smallest children in the background, notes Christie&#8217;s catalogue essay, innocently enjoy some plum pudding.)May we all be as merry as this boozy
child.While initially well-received, the scene caused a stir amid the burgeoning Temperance movement in England for being a little too merry. â€œThey were quite distressed that in this â€˜scandalousâ€™ picture they
had children toasting with a glass of wine along with the adults, Justin Schiller, a New York-based antiquarian books dealer, told AP. They had a campaign to censor and suppress it.â€• It took three years before another
Christmas card was produced.However controversial the cheeky illustration may have been in the 1800s, it was met with great enthusiasm in the salesroom today. The lithograph and an accompanying signed proof,
expected to fetch between Â£5,000-8,000 (~$6,720-$10,752), nearly doubled its high estimate. Although other cards were designed and printed from November 1844 onward, Christie&#8217;s notes that the Horsley-Cole
greeting is the earliest in the tradition. It was also published in the same month as Charles Dickens&#8217;s holiday classic A Christmas Carol.The card was one of several holiday-themed lots in the sale sold through a
consortium&nbsp;run by the Boston-based rare books and manuscripts dealer Marvin Getman, which also included a comparatively morose handwritten poem by Emily Dickinson that is likely about Santa Claus
dying.It&#8217;s the most wonderful time of the year.  In her 2018 video FALL CLEAN WITH ME MARATHON, YouTuber Amanda (aka This Crazy Life) opens by directly addressing her viewers. In an upbeat tone, she
says, I know you guys love the super long cleaning videos because it gives you all the cleaning motivation you need.â€• And so for over 100 minutes, we watch as she cleans out closets, vacuums under couches, and
does the dishes. This video has over 1.6 million views.â€œClean with Meâ€• is a small but incredibly popular genre of online video, especially beloved among mommy bloggers and lifestyle influencers. These videos
watch as women (and they are almost exclusively women) clean their brightly lit beige homes, often playing out at two or three times normal speed. Many have voiceovers that mix upbeat motivational speeches, product
endorsements, and self-pitying denigration. These videos express the implicit tension of social media engagement: the deep need to connect versus the pressures that come with sharing the intimacies of oneâ€™s life on
a global stage.Â The appeal of â€œClean with Meâ€• is clear; these videos operate in a similar vein as ASMR, hydraulic press videos, and even pimple popping, being viscerally satisfyingâ€• to watch. But they also have
the personal and voyeuristic touch of lifestyle blogging. The biggest stars in this genre are authentic, a catch-all term encompassing quirky personas who are also honest enough to share their struggles. I love being a
mom, but&#8230; is a common refrain. Expressions of stress and frustration are integral to a relatable brand, and audiences donâ€™t seem forgiving of anyone who fails to nonetheless express an infinite well of
gratefulness.Â This authenticity hinges heavily on illusions. The women dress up to create â€œdressed-downâ€• appearances. They wear designer sweats with matching pink gloves and full faces of makeup as they
clean their toilets. Their various McMansions are basically indistinguishable, and all seemingly have a charcoal-colored L-shaped couch (spotted here, here and here). For the most part, they are cleaning and recleaning
spaces that are already spotless by nearly any standard. The repetition of their routines guarantee their houses are never dirty, merely cluttered. Real dirt and grime would undermine the illusion that they have a handle on
their lives.Â It&#8217;s integral to understand that this genre seems almost exclusively American (there are a handful of notable exceptions from the UK and Canada). These womenâ€™s lives seem catered to appeal to
an American housewife type that holds to traditional values, though updated to account for efficiency culture. These women embody a new kind of housewife, one who has chosen to stay at home with the kids, but will still
contribute monetarily to the household. Many have a side business (if nothing else, their time-consuming miniature social media empires), and their husbands often work in real estate or the military. If those men appear
on camera, it&#8217;s most often as background decoration. It&#8217;s unclear whether they are unwilling participants, or if their presence just aesthetically disrupts these intimate feminine spaces.Â Another key to the
genreâ€™s appeal is the use of double and triple speeds. It springs from a practical need; a video of someone cleaning in real time would be too long and mundane. Scored to upbeat royalty-free music, sequences of
women speed-cleaning countertops give the viewer a kind of boost, in the same way a workout playlist might push you to run a little faster. It also maintains the grandest illusion of all: that the work these women are doing
is brisk, easy, and rewarding. The women often invite viewers to clean along with them, but realistically, how could they? At their heart, the videos expose inadequacy. The audience literally cannot keep up.&nbsp;And the
participants themselves become crowded with guilt, their videos littered with self-flagellation for their perceived failures. The weight of perfection becomes crushing. It doesn&#8217;t take long for the veil of ease and
aspiration to fade away. They become portraits of people held to impossible standards, trapped in a social media hell of their own creation. Clean with Me videos are Sisyphean portraits. We know that by the next day,
there will be another load of laundry and another sink full of dirty dishes. In the realm of perfection, these basic facts of life become failures. The need to clean becomes both a source and a balm for oneâ€™s sense of
insufficiency.Â This genre exposes a greater truth about our use and engagement with social media, particularly its illusion of connectivity. These women who work from home and take care of their children are often
isolated from the adult world. While just a few decades ago, their labor was invisible and ignored, the int
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